Analysis of segmental and global function of the fetal heart using novel automatic functional imaging.
Functional assessment of the fetal heart has always been a challenge. Automatic functional imaging (AFI), a novel non-Doppler methodology based on 2-dimensional acoustic markers tracking, measures myocardial deformation regardless of angle of interrogation. Thus, we studied the validity of AFI in segmental and global assessment of myocardial function in the fetus. AFI-based myocardial deformation parameters including segmental tissue velocity, strain, and strain rate as well as biventricular global strain and strain rate were measured from raw scan-line data obtained from 28 normal fetuses (20-38, median 28 weeks of gestation). Interobserver and intraobserver variability was analyzed. AFI data were compared with analogous Doppler-derived tissue velocity imaging parameters measured in the same 28 fetuses. AFI was feasible in 94% of the fetuses studied with high reproducibility. AFI-based tissue velocity (3.9 +/- 1 cm/s) was comparable with tissue velocity imaging-based velocity (4 +/- 1.6 cm/s) in the right ventricle and in the left ventricle (AFI velocity 3.3 +/- 0.6 vs tissue velocity imaging 3.1 +/- 0.9 cm/s). Strain rate obtained by these two methods was also similar. Biventricular global strain and strain rate measured 16 +/- 4% and 1.6 +/- .5 seconds(-1), respectively. Tissue velocity increased whereas segmental strain rate decreased throughout gestation. Strain remained unchanged. Global strain rate significantly decreased with gestational age (r = -0.7). AFI, a novel non-Doppler methodology, allows fast and accurate quantification of segmental and global myocardial function in the fetus. AFI-based tissue velocity increases with gestational age whereas segmental and the new parameter global strain rate decrease throughout gestation.